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BORED STIFF are a new local band that I was 
introduced to through MOLESTED YOUTH. 
My first impression is that they remind me of 
SSD in that they are trying to sound heavy 
without sounding metal. The difference between 
BORED STIFF and Boston’s original jock 
gestapo are that Bored Stiff sing about matters 
of substance. Songs like “Holy War” and “Pigs 
on Parade” are clear songs about oppression. 
That’s something I admire in a band. Here is 
an interview we did on EXD. 

Welcome to the show and introduce yourself 
and tell us what you do in the band.
Warren (W): I’m Warren I play bass.
Andy (An): My name is Andy I play guitar.
Amanda(A): I’m Amanda and I play drums.
D’Arcy (D): I’m D’Arcy and I just sorta yell.
How long has BORED STIFF been around 
for?
D: I think our first band practice was in June 
2008?
An: Yeah it was like the end of June.
W: We played our first show in late August.
D: Not too long, a couple months.
How did the band form?
W: Well I played in MOLESTED YOUTH 
before I started doing BORED STIFF and I met 
D’Arcy at one of our shows and D’Arcy knew 
Andy, and D’Arcy knew Amanda.
An: Well, me and D’Arcy go back a bit. We were 
in a band earlier with some other guys and it was 
a cold winter. It didn’t work out so well.
D: So me and Andy were looking for other 
people and I had seen Warren at every show 
every weekend and I had been in a band with 
Amanda a year previous.
W: Wasn’t that a METALLICA cover band?

D: Yeah.
A: Shut up!
D: Amanda’s a bit embarrassed about that. I am 
too!
W: RIDE THE LIGHTNING!
D: So I saw Warren at a show, and we were 
looking for someone else, and finally it was like 
“who can play drums?” and I knew Amanda 
from the old band. So that was it.
An: It just sorta snowballed from there.
W: Yes, snowballing, I believe it did just that.
It’s good though, it seems like everyone had 
a part to bring someone else into the band. 
Seems almost like tag.
W: Yes, just like a friendly game of tag.
Okay, so do you want to mention the previous 
bands you were in? Do they have names?
D: Warren’s other bands worth mentioning, 
nothing else is. MOLESTED YOUTH.
So where does the name BORED STIFF come 
from ? Is there a story behind that?

D: We were arguing about band names for a long 
time. A lot of them were BLACK FLAG song 
titles.
An: Yeah, my good one was TOTAL TRASH but 
it’s too close to TRASH TALK.
W: I think the rest of these guys had the name 
BORED STIFF a long time ago, it was mentioned 
and I sorta brought it back.
An: It’s what D’Arcy wanted to call the old 
band.
A: We had no choice.
D: Yeah, the other band. We sorta had the name 
before and it just sorta stuck, but for no particular 
reason. No story, it just sounds badass.
Yeah it’s a good name.
W: Why, thank you.
An: It’s pretty awesome.
So who do you consider influences on the 
band?
An: A lot of 80’s hardcore.
W: I’m pretty into money, but I think I made 
that joke before when he was here for the 
MOLESTED YOUTH interview.
Yeah you did, it’s old, retire it.
An: Those dreams where you feel like you’re 
falling...those are a pretty big influence.
D: If you’re talking about musical influences I 
think its a lot of later 80’s stuff from New York 
City and a lot of current California stuff like 
TRASH TALK and CEREMONY.
An: When we started off we were really snotty, 
we had almost a GERMS, like the L.A. scene 
sounded originally. You can hear that on the 
demo.
D: But the newer stuff is a lot more California. 
TRASH TALK.
You wanna know what I think?
W: Please tell us.
You guys remind me a lot of early Boston 
scene. Think “Glue” by DYS, and S.E.I.G.E.
W: I’ve never heard that comparison, but I do 
understand it.
It seems like it’s very...gutteral, pounding, 
just angry. I think that early Boston scene 
was really trying to be “heavy” without being 
“metal”.
D: That’s exactly what we’re going for with our 
newer stuff, I think.
An: Yeah we try to avoid metal as much as 
possible.
W: But we don’t try to avoid heavy! We welcome 
that.
So they played a lot slower, heavier, and 
pounding, and that’s what I get from you 
guys. When I listen to you guys I think of DYS 
right away.
An: Our sound also brings up a lot of early 90’s 
more experimental power violence that was 
slower and a lot longer.
D: I think our early stuff is really fast and our 
newer stuff is slowing down. It’s a nice variety.
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But even on the demo, you kind of mix it up, 
there’s a lot of slow, or at least, mid-tempo 
songs.
An: We like to see people dance, especially Nick 
Speal of MOLESTED YOUTH.
It’s a good mosh beat, don’t you think? So do 
you guys do any covers?
D: We’ve talked about that a lot, actually. 
An: I’ve suggested a lot...but nobody likes any 
of my ideas.
Well you mentioned BLACK FLAG for 
instance, would you consider covering them 
possibly?
An: Yeah I’m trying to get us to cover “I’ve Had 
It” right now. 
W: I think we should do “I Don’t Care”.
An: Pretty much any early BLACK FLAG song 
is good.
W: We should do a song off of “Family Man”.
An: “Do you want the swinging man or the 
family man”. 
W: Really get the crowd involved...bring the 
mosh.
So I’m going to ask the record collection 
question now. If you had to limit your record 
collection to five punk releases, what would 
they be?
An: Oh my god.
W: You asked this question last time I was here 
and I still don’t have an answer for you.
That’s sad because you had time to prepare, 
you know I’m going to ask it.
An: Mine would be.... holy Jesus I can’t even 
think.
Okay don’t make it difficult, just think of five 
great releases! Honestly!
An: Mine would be the first three RAMONES 
records, “Unknown Pleasures” by JOY  
DIVISION and the CROSSED OUT 
discography
W: CROSSED OUT !?
With JOY DIVISION, that’s crazy!
D: Mine would have to be CHAIN OF 
STRENGTH “The One Thing that Still 

Holds True”, MINOR THREAT discography, 
WEEZER’s “Pinkerton” album just blows my 
mind.
WEEZER !?
D: Oh god, that is a great record!
W: That is a really good record!
An: It is !
D: Number four and five though...it’s tough.
An: BANE? CURSED?
D: Oh yeah, god, CURSED “II” definitely...but 
the last album...probably have to be...there’s 
this really great folk artist from Maryland called 
HOP ALONG QUEEN ANSLEIS ... oh, just 
makes my heart melt ... but that ain’t punk.
W: What in the hell is that !
D: It’s folk music. It’s pretty, she’s good.
Amanda do you want to answer this?
A: I really cannot choose five. This is like the 
hardest question of my life.
What are five great releases just off the top of 
your head?
A: Anything by TRASH TALK or 
CEREMONY.
D: METALLICA?
A: Oh of course, “Kill Them All”! hahah, sorry, 



I dunno...you got me.
Alright Warren, the mic has been passed.
W: Oh god, I don’t know...uh.. 
D: You’re a terrible interviewee.
What, you don’t listen to punk rock?
W: I hate that shit man.
An: Listen to some jazz conga.
W: That’s really good man, have you heard 
that stuff? It’s really, really good. Um, I don’t 
know, when I was here last time I know I said 
“Shattered” by the EXPLODING HEARTS, and 
I’m going to leave it at that.
So D’Arcy, do you write all the lyrics.
D: Yeah, I do.
An: Most of them. I contribute but he doesn’t 
listen to me.
W: Hey, actually, I have an answer.... the “Space 
Jam” soundtrack. (everyone laughs)
An: Excellent! Can I change mine to “Eternal E” 
by EASY E?
No!
D: Um...yeah, 90% of the lyrics are written by 
me. He helps out a bit. He’s written a couple of 
songs that ….
An: That nobody likes!
D: No we liked them, but we ended up scrapping 
the musical ideas that didn’t work out, but Andy’s 
influence is definitely in there.
An:  ugggghh...pft...(grumble).
D: But I consult him first if there’s a line I’m 
working on that I need help with.
And so what are some of the things you write 
about.
An: Not liking cops!
D: Yeah we have “Pigs on Parade” which is 
about not liking cops.
Is that song inspired by a particular story and 
maybe you could tell it?
D: To be perfectly honest its not inspired by a 
specific thing that happened. You would think 
that something terrible occurred but nothing 
did. I mean, I’ve been confronted by the police 
a few times, and none of them were very nice 
experiences but nothing in particular. Really 
what influenced that song was just trying to 
wrap my head around the idea that there’s a 
man out there with a gun and his job is to find 

there’s a beautiful idea of love and peace and 
sick people have warped that into segregation 
and hate, “I Have Issues” deals with depression, 
“Dead Meat” deals with hating everyone I know, 
“Oppression” deals with the New World Order – 
there’s a lot of stuff going on.
There’s a lot interesting stuff, that’s why I 
asked.
An: He’s very angry.
W: Everything kind of sucks.
An: Inside the band we call him “Angry 
D’Arcy”. 
D: There’s a joke going where I was “the serious 
one”.
An: You still are the serious one!
That’s okay, you want your voice to be the 
serious one. What would be your favorite 
song from a lyrical standpoint and why?
An: Ah Jesus.
W: Not Jesus. 
An: (to Warren) You’re a fool. That’s a really 
hard question, I gotta say “Pigs On Parade” is up 
there, because it does speak on so many levels 
about cops. 
W: Yeah I think “Pigs on Parade” is my favourite 
too. That’s always been my favourite song we’ve 
had. I just think its really kick ass. 
An: It’s everybody’s favourite song because it 
gets everybody dancing.
D: I think “I Have Issues” and “Dead Meat” 
are pretty personal songs about dealing with 
depression and hating everyone, which not a lot 
of people can completely relate to. “Holy War” is 
also from a very specific standpoint and my rant 
against organized religion, but “Pigs on Parade” 
I think a lot of people really like the lyrics to, 
because everyone can relate to that. Everyone 
has to deal with the cops everyday. They’re 
out there. From my point of view I quite like 
oppression, its simple “Your right hand holds me 
down, my left hand makes a fist”. 
Amanda, do you have a favorite song from 
a lyrical standpoint? I know the drummer 
never usually has an opinion but...
A: My opinion doesn’t matter so.
D: Whoa!
W: Yeah, all you do is hit stuff.

A: I just do what they tell me.
An: she doesn’t even get paid.
W: Wait, I don’t get paid !
Is there a song that stands out?
A: I’d have to say “Pigs on Parade”. I just have 
to agree or else I’ll get hurt later.
W: That is just a really killer song.
So you guys have a demo out, how long ago 
was that put out.
D: We had two practices, wrote five songs in 
those two practices and the next time we were in 
the same room was in my basement recording.
W: That was still during the summer. 
Did you rent equipment and record it 
yourselves or get someone to help you with 
it?
An: Yeah D’Arcy’s brother recorded everything 
for us. We rented equipment, I think we still owe 
Amanda money for that.
W: I’ll pay you back eventually.
D: What I thought was pretty cool about that 
was, I’m pretty sure that was the third time we 
had all been in the same room. We wrote those 
first five songs really fast and just wanted to put 
them on tape.
I wouldn’t have guessed. It sounded like a 
studio recording.
An: In that sense, there was a lot of stuff set up 
down there, but still pretty raw sounding in the 
end.
What’s the response been to the demo.
D: The first show we played, which I believe was 
two weeks after we’d recorded, we sold every 
single demo we had made.
W: Well to be fair, we only made like 25.
An: But it was a cool feeling.
W: The response has been pretty great so far. 
Everyone I’ve talked to is really into it.
An: Everything’s going so great, there’s no way 
to describe it other than a perfect snowball.
Have you got any feedback from anybody? 
What are people saying?
An: After shows you just hear everyone telling 
you how great your set was, people coming up to 
us and just like “dude, that was so intense”. Its 
been amazing so far.
Okay, I want you to tell me a story about your 
second show. Is this the D’Arcy thing, where 
he flew in from Halifax?
An: First of all, I had broken my foot and I was 
still on crutches at this point.
Oh yeah, jumping off of a...
An: Fell off. If I had jumped off I would’ve 
landed right in that pool. No, I fell off and yeah 
I broke...
What did you fall off of?
An: I fell off of Nick’s second story roof.
Jumping into a pool.
W: To be honest I thought he was dead for a 
while.
So how many things did you break?
An: I fractured my heel bone, I ripped open 
my other foot so there’s a flappy piece of skin 
hanging everywhere, I had to get sixteen stitches. 
There was also a fracture in my pelvis but it 
turned out later it could be unrelated and maybe 
I got it skateboarding or something...
D: But the story you’re referring to is I woke up 



in Halifax, had to catch the plane that night at 
like three in the morning, got back to Toronto 
at eight in the morning. By now I hadn’t slept 
in almost 24 hours, and then I stayed up all day 
until the show that night. Got there two hours 
late, and at that point I hadn’t slept in almost 36 
hours. I was exhausted, dying, but we played the 
show anyway. Afterwards people said it was so 
intense, but honestly I don’t rememeber any of 
it. I was dead.
An: That show was almost disasterous, because 
he showed up so late.
Was this also the pig-guts or pig-blood show?
W: No that was our first show, at Siesta Nouveau, 
not Jay’s house. During the REPROBATES their 
singer like brought out a bag of pig’s guts and 
they were nasty and wet and sandy feeling, 
and he went nuts and started throwing them 
at everybody. Eventually Jay, the singer for 
BAD SKIN,  just like wrapped them around 
his face and started running into everybody. It 
was so gnarly! During our second show at Jay’s 
house, I forget what band it was, I think it was 
BAD SKIN’s set, someone brought out a jar of 
strawberry jam... and there was chocolate sauce 
everywhere. It looked like a total warzone. It 
looked like shit hit the fan.
Quite literally. What are your thoughts on the 
Toronto scene at the moment?
An: It’s wonderful. One of the greatest things 
about it, y’know there’s all these “beard-
hardcore” type guys, that are just like straight-
outta-highschool and they’re all like “all you 
young kids in hardcore are ruining everything. 
You gotta be old to be into this shit” Elitist shit.  
It’s great because in Toronto there are so many 
young bands and people that are just picking 
things up and with the last year with Stuck In 
The City, everything in our scene is just going 
so beautifully.
W: Yeah Stuck In The City is making it a lot easier 
for younger bands to get noticed and they’ve 
been doing a great job with it and I totally respect 
what Greg and his crew are doing.

What are the band’s plans for the next while. 
You played a bunch of new songs tonight, 
obviously wrote new material.
An: Yeah we’re playing November 9th with 
SOUL CONTROL and IN TIME and RAH.
D: I dunno, we were talking about mixing the set 
we did today and releasing that as our new demo. 
There’s nine or ten songs on there. That’s our 
demo redone plus five or six new ones. That’ll 
be our new release.
W: Things are moving really fast in this band, 
it’s kind of amazing. Its just always “going”.
An: I’m not saying this in any negative way but 
if everything ended tomorrow I would be happy, 
I’m just super happy with everything we’ve done 
so far, we’ve been able to do so much in such a 
little time.
And you guys were remarking earlier how 
everything in this band seems to be working, 
and before when we were downstairs you 
guys were talking about how easy it is to be 
in this band.
An: Ironically, as great as everything’s going, 
we’re really accident prone.
Do you plan on touring at all?
W: That would be amazing!
D: There’s been a couple little jokes about us 
and RAH doing a little summer tour, but I don’t 
know if that’s really going to happen.
A: Japan 2009. (laughter)
W: I’ve already booked the flight
An: I’ve got this little guy who’s gonna show 
us around and translate everything. His name is 
Miroki.
Warren: Miroki’s a nice guy.
An: He accepts payment in BORED STIFF 
demos.
W: Does he take pictures of former US 
presidents?
An: He does!
D: I have no idea what you guys are talking 
about! but yeah, the band’s plan is just upwards 
and onwards. Just get as far and as big as we can 
and ....
A: And then sell out.

Warren: Just hang hard, man.
An: We’re selling out next week.
D: If anyone from MTV is listening, we’d like to 
be on TV everyday forever. Thank you.
An: We want money and women. That’s about 
it.
A: And men.
W: I’m just down to hang hard for a while.
Alright, enough of your dreams. What’s the 
best way for people to get in touch with the 
band ?
An: Well, you could yell really loud from your 
roof, but that won’t work super good. It would 
be pretty novel though.
W: Just put up the Bat signal, we’ll be there in 
a sec.
D: We have a myspace account, myspace.com/
boredstiffhc, and we’re playing around Toronto 
every couple weeks.
An: And you can come talk to us after shows, 
we’re pretty friendly.
W: Well, I’m not very friendly.
Any last comments? 
An: Hi Ivan.
W: I’d like to make a few shout-outs...to ma 
boy Travis, ma girl Christina, oh and there’s 
this guy in this room standing over here. He’s 
my brother, he’s kind of a dickhead, whats up 
Natalie? What’s going on Manir? Y’know who’s 
sick? RAH, RAH is sick! what’s up RAH?!
An: You know who are sick? BLACK FLAG.
D: Yeah shout-outs to Henry Rollins.
W: What’s up Henry? you listening?
Amanda: Happy birthday Laura!
W: Happy birthday Laura, I don’t know who you 
are ...
D: I know my family is listening at home. My 
girlfriend Brie, so hi, hello!
W: Hi D’Arcy’s mom!
A: Hi Brie!
D: Big shout out to Greg & Stuck in The City, 
MOLESTED YOUTH, RAH, EATING GLASS 
- the new record rules.
W: Those guys are tearing it up in the scene. 
They’re doing big things.



This interview conducted last summer when 
the RESTARTS were here on tour around the 
“Outsider” release. The band had a pretty hectic 
schedule, but agreed to play on the day they 
flew in. They had been up for more than twenty 
four hours and were exhausted but carried on 
nonetheless. the interview was transcribed by 
Jennifer Stacey.

Thanks very much for staying so late with us 
and especially for coming in after flying all 
day. Introduce yourselves and tell us what 
you do in the band.
Kieran (K): I’m Kieran. I sing and play bass.
Robin (R): I’m Robin. I sing a bit and play 
guitar.
Darragh (D): I’m Darragh. I play drums and sing 
a bit.
How long have the RESTARTS been around 
for?
K: We formed in ’95... so that is... makes it now 
12-13 years. Robin is the most recent edition.
R: I joined in 2003.
How did the RESTARTS form? I have read 
the thing on your website, but like how did 
you really form? You talk about it being a 
convergence. What does that mean?
D: Well... we just used to drink together.
K: I moved to England in ’88 and I had met 
Darragh briefly. Then I went back to Toronto 
and then back to the UK. After being in ARMED 
AND HAMMERED I knew that I wanted to 
keep playing in a band. I knew that Darragh 
played drums.
D: I tried to.
K: I am not sure how it really came about. 
We just said “Yeah let’s do a band.” Then we 
needed a guitarist and that was it. We just started 
recording things in the bedroom on cassette 
tapes and stuff.
D: Did we? (laughter)
Kieran, didn’t you initially move to the U.K. 
to be in a band?

K: I didn’t know that I wanted to be in a 
band. ARMED AND HAMMERED needed 
a bass player. Allegedly the bass is the easiest 
instrument to play so I was like “Yeah, I’ll try 
that”. Then I got the bug. So when I decided to 
move back to the U.K. I had no other agenda so I 
said “Let’s start a band” and I think Darragh was 
thinking the same thing.
D: Yeah. I had just got out of DETOX.
Did you have an idea in mind what kind of 
band you wanted it to be?
K: I think it was a reflection of the scene we were 
hanging out in at the time. There were lots of 
squat gigs and it was pretty nihilistic at the time. 
The early recordings were lots of songs about 
alcohol and desperation. It was pretty negative, 
but we used it as a cathartic way of venting 
frustration.  Not so much the same now. We have 
expanded in different areas.
Darragh were you in a band previous to the 
RESTARTS ?
D: Yeah... DETOX and another called MAD 
MAC AND THE POLAR BEARS. That was a 
brilliant band. Sadly a couple people died and 
that was that.
Robin: were you in any previous bands?
R: Yeah: I was in UTRECHT 4:01 in Holland 
where I was squatting before I moved to London. 
I was in a band called DISGRACE which was 
good fun. I learned a lot. I was born in Holland 
and moved to London in 1998 when I was 18. I 

play in the SHORT BUS WINDOW LICKERS. 
I think Darragh was playing drums with them 
and that is how I found out that the RESTARTS 
were looking for a guitar player. When I initially 
joined the RESTARTS it was only going to be 
for the European tour and ended up staying in 
the band. They had initially just asked me for the 
tour... we were practicing in Clapton was it?
K: We kept asking you because we wanted you 
but you kept saying that you couldn’t solo. Well, 
now you can! (laughter)
Have you had other guitarists? Didn’t you 
have the guy from the UK SUBS at one 
point?
K: Yeah. Mik Useless was our initial guitarist 
and guess he had just had enough. I think he was 
more into metal. His previous band COITUS was 
more that UK crust style and when we started 
banging out a few ska songs he begrudgingly 
played them. It was all amicable when he decided 
to leave. At that point we were on the search for 
a new guitarist. I was living with Alan who plays 
for the UK SUBS and so we got him to do the 
recording. He played two or three shows and he 
had too much commitment with the UK SUBS. 
And then we got Robin he learned the set in like 
two weeks before this tour.
R: I fucked up the first two gigs though. The first 
gig in Potsdam I started playing different songs, 
I couldn’t keep them apart. 
K: Did you? I don’t remember.
R: That’s cause your getting old.
K: Yeah. Robin is the young spirit in the band.
R: If you think 28 is young then it probably says 
how old you are.
Where does the name the RESTARTS come 
from?
K: Well at the time most people were signing on 
Welfare benefits and the government in England 
had launched a program, similar to what they 
do in Canada, a program to motivate people to 
get off the benefits and so they had this program 
called Restart. So the worst thing you wanted to 
get was a letter through the post saying ... ‘we’ve 
booked you a Restart interview’. I was all about 
them saying that you had become a drain on the 
system and they want to teach you how to sit up 
properly and attend a job interview and write a 
resume. None of us had any interest in doing 
that at the time, so... we just kinda decided one 
night at a party that we should call ourselves the 
RESTARTS ‘cause we were all getting Restart 
letters.
Who do you consider influences on the band?
K: What are the bands that influence us?
R: It is such a wide gamut.
When I listen I here 999, the ADICTS, DOA, 
SUBHUMANS (UK). I mean I am not sure if 
I am even getting this right...
R: Yeah: it is a shitload of bands: UK and 
American punk.
K: There is a ska influence too. All three of us 
have always written whether it was Mick or Robin 
we would all sort of go home and write our own 
songs and then bring them to the band practice. 
So there were a lot of different influences. Like 
Mick would sort of present a more metal song 
and Darragh was more into the ’77 style rock/



punk and I like ska and Robin does more power 
chord like POISON IDEA style songs. We end 
up with this amalgamation of different styles.
Sometimes that can be really disastrous, 
but I think that in your case it really works. 
It sounds like a cohesive sound. It is not 
generic. You are not pulling from a retro or 
nostalgia thing. You are taking an old sound 
and developing it. Where does the idea for the 
PIONEERS cover come from? The chorus: 
“Everyday things are getting worse”... it 
reminds me of the central point of Noami 
Klein’s book “Shock Doctrine” things for 
everyday people just keep getting worse.
D: I think I suggested that. I was listening to a lot 
of old school Jamaican ska at the time. I love that 
stuff: and when I heard that song it was so happy 
sounding but the lyrics were so fucking real.
R: You came up with the “Big Rock Candy 
Mountain” cover. Was that the period when you 
were listening to American.
D: Yeah. I was listening to a lot of country and 
old folk. American shit.
K: Today I ran into Al Ridley and he was 
telling me that he’s obsessed with that song 
and apparently he has an LP compilation of all 
different bands doing that. I didn’t realise that 
there were that many bands doing it and he said 
that there are something like 15-20. All different 
lyrics. If you Google it you can find tons of 
information.
D: Yeah there’s like a missing verse or 
something.
K: It is actually quite a deep song.
I don’t know the song. What is it about?
K: It was written around the time of the 
Depression in America and Hobos were jumping 
on trains and train hopping got big. People were 
looking for something better, you know, work and 
just going from one town to another. Then this 
kind of fantasy came about  where there is some 
mountain somewhere where there are no police 
and the streams are alcohol and cigarettes grow 
on trees and there is free money everywhere. 
Its kinda like a bum’s paradise. So, obviously if 
you are living through hard times that fantasy is 
appealing. Apparently, there is a lot written about 
it. There is supposedly a missing verse when he 
gets to the “Big Rock Candy Mountain”. It is a 
bit of an anti-climax because if you don’t have 
the desire or yearning to get somewhere then 
once you’ve got them there is no point to living.
I would like to ask you a bit more about your 
influences. If you could limit your record 
collection to five punk releases what would 
they be? And to make it a bit tougher I want 
you to do it as a band.
D: As a band? Ooohh... One would have to be 
“Never Mind the Bullocks”.
K: Yeah that would be one of mine.
D: All time favourite or that are important for 
the band?
K: All time favourite.
D: “Inflammable Material”.
K: “Feel the Darkness”. DEAD KENNEDY’s 
“Fresh Fruit for Rotting Vegetables”, DOA for 
me but to pin it to one album is hard.
D: “Bloodied But Unbowed”

K: DOA, definitely for me.
R: TURBONEGRO.
K: I like TURBONEGRO, but I don’t think it is a 
direct influence on the music we write.
D: DISCHARGE. The whole D-beat thing
K: “Hectic” by OPERATION IVY that just 
encapsulates the punk/ska that we like. It is dirty 
sounding ska. We don’t really like what the ska 
movement has evolved into. Very clean like 
middle-class American kids would like. That 
whole scene is not what we aspire to. We all love 
ska-punk.
Do you all take turns writing lyrics? Is there a 
principal song writer?
K: No. In a way I would like to collaborate more, 
but we don’t. We bring to the table a complete 
song each. Pretty any much any song one of us 
is singing we have written. We do throw ideas 
around though.
R: The last album we were a bit more of that. We 
certainly tried.
K: Yeah. We did collaborate more.
What are some of the things you write about? 
I noticed on the last album that there were 
quite a few songs about the environment. Was 
that intentional?
D: I think when the last album “System Error” 
came out the internet was all over the place and 
the previous one was four years before that. Then 
the whole global warming issue came up and it 
was there all the time but it was really brought 
to people’s attention and people were trying to 
ignore it and I guess that’s the reason.
You were reacting to people trying to ignore 
it.
K: Yeah it wasn’t like a conscious decision. 
What happens with us is that we write but we 
write about what is topical at the time and what 
people are discussing and thinking about. With 
“System Error” some songs were written about 
internet and technology. It wasn’t a plan but 
that ended up being the theme of the album. 

And then with “Outsider”, Robin came up with 
“No Escape” and I did “Koyaanisqatsi” and then 
Darragh brought forth “Cluster Bomb” which is 
a social commentary on the arms trade and it sort 
of culminated in one theme.
Can we go through some of the songs? I 
wanted to ask about “Intelligent Design”. I 
know because of the things coming up in US 
politics with the Religious Right and Intelligent 
Design, is it a big thing in the U.K.?
K: Well, it was covered in the news and I saw the 
news coverage of what was going on in Dover, 
Pennsylvania where they voted Intelligent Design 
out and I was just so shocked that Pat Roberts 
was given a prime time slot on CNN and he just 
condemned the whole state of Pennsylvania and 
was basically threatening them with religion 
saying “You voted God out of your state’ and this 
was right after the New Orleans hurricane thing. 
And he was pretty much saying that if some 
natural disaster happens in your state don’t look 
to God for help. He was threatening them with 
natural disaster because they voted Intelligent 
Design out of the school system. If you want to 
teach theology then go ahead, but don’t teach it 
as science because it is something else entirely. 
And then it came up that something similar was 
happening in the U.K. It is a small number and 
mostly private schools, but they are basically 
teaching Creationism in science class saying that 
the Earth is only 10,000 years old and that there 
is an Intelligent Designer controlling the whole 
evolutionary process.
D: It is widely discredited now.
K: But the Christian Right are still backing it.
Have you seen the film Jesus Camp? I was 
just thinking about the way that the Religious 
Right prey on kids.
D: It’s quite systematic, isn’t it?
If you want to talk about child soldiers, they 
are just breeding these kids to be an army 
of God. Teaching them religious vigilantism 



and then blaming it on Islam. Was the song 
“Koyaanisqatsi”, was that based on the film? 
It is the Hopi term for life out of balance, 
right?
K: Yeah, because I saw the film, downloaded it 
and it is such a powerful film with no dialogue, 
just images and then the one statement at the 
end.
Have you seen the two follow-ups?
K: I have watched parts of the 2nd and it wasn’t 
as good. I have got the 3rd but haven’t watched 
it yet. The first is really enough for me. It is so 
relevant today and it was made...
Was the idea to get at the concept of the film 
or to highlight the film itself maybe?
K: It was to highlight the film, but to tell it in 
a really simple, aggressive, D-Beat way. To me 
early D-beat, like DISCHARGE stuff, is just so 
powerful and I wanted to make a really simple 
song...
Yeah, based on haikus, I mean DISCHARGE 
basically wrote haikus, really short and 
straight to the point.
K: Yeah, exactly.
O.K. ‘Bolloxology’. What is this one?
D: It is something my Dad used to say all the 
time. Whenever he had something he didn’t like 
or disagreed with he said “bolloxology” I just 
love that word. I use it as a punk lyric all the 
time and decided to make a song out of it.
Do you mind if I adopt it and start using it? I 
just love it.
R: Yeah dad would have loved that that is what 
it is for.
So it is kinda like a bullshit detector?
R: Yeah, totally.
“Running out of Time” ?
K: Again, it is the same concept. That song was 
really driven by the riff and I wanted it to fall 
along the same sort of environmental theme. It 
is that we are always in such a fucking hurry to 
get somewhere and there is never enough time 

for anything. The way technology is moving, 
having to consume daily... we just need to 
slow down. Everything... work related or even 
entertainment...
Even leisure or communicating...
K: Yeah, it is like it’s a job... whether you’re 
doing emails or these social sites.
Just to meet up and have a good time, it’s like 
we are killing ourselves to do it. It is pretty 
ludicrous. There is also a song called “Job 
Club” and a clip off a snitch line. Is that from 
the same program that the RESTARTS get 
their name from?
K: So what happens 
sometimes is that people 
will sign on to the dole and 
then... like living on the dole 
gives you the most minimum 
amount of money you could 
possibly live on. Politician’s 
are always trying to live on the 
amount a person would get on 
the dole for a week to try and 
prove that it is not enough. So, 
what happens is many people 
sign on to the dole and then 
work under the table. And 
what these snitch campaigns 
are saying is like ‘You know 
your neighbour is on the dole, 
but you see him going to 
work. Give us a ring and we’ll 
charge him with fraudulent 
receipt of benefits...’ They 
still do it. Instead of looking 
at why some people are...It is 
not greed or anything...some 
people are just caught in that 
gap.
Can you single out a 
RESTARTS song from a 
lyrical stand point and tell 

me why you like it?
D: I think one would be Kieran`s one “Enemy’s 
Enemy”. “Enemy’s enemy one step ahead of 
me”. I think it is a great little expression and it 
makes a point about Bush and how to use the Al 
Qaeda against the Russians in Afghanistan.
In Italy there was a campaign used by the Left 
to counter the Right, and I can`t remember 
the exact phraseology but there was a similar 
thing like: Keep one eye closed but one eye 
open type of thing.
R: Keep your friends close, but your enemies 
closer type thing. “On to you” is another one. 
Maybe I am just over paranoid but like I just 
really, you know you have the Oyster Card along 
and it is a card that wherever you go on public 
transport everything will be recorded. Where 
you go, when you got on, what type of transport 
you take.
K: It is like a swipe card system.
R: I just refuse to get it and they try to force 
you into a corner to get it by removing all other 
options. It is little things like that. If the power 
falls into the wrong hands, well it already is in 
the wrong hands, but if it gets worse they can 
just check up on you and every detail of your 
life. These cards are becoming more and more 
common. The global consumer surveillance 
system is very scary.
K: The song “XQ 28” is about homophobia 
within institutions and society.
XQ 28. What is that?
K: It was this research that was funded to try 
and find the ‘gay gene’. I found that really dicey 
and the motivation behind that I found offensive. 
They came up with this theory that they found 
this X chromosome and that could prove that 



people were gay and they could now do tests on 
people.
Similar to eugenics?
K: Yeah: exactly. I kind of made this imaginary 
Orwellian scenario which was loosely based on 
films like “Gattaca” where they are genetically 
profiling babies before they are created to make 
designer babies.
Can you give us the discography of your 
releases?
K: “Job Club Demo” - 11 songs. And from 
that we took four songs and released the 1st 7”, 
“Frustration”. Then we did another recording 
and released it as a 7” called “Just Gets Worse”. 
Those were both on Blind Destruction out of 
Bristol. Then we did a split LP.
Who does that label?
K: It used to be run by a guy named Pete Rose 
who played in a band called SPITE at the time 
and then he went on to play guitar for ICONS 
OF FILTH up until their demise and the label 
got passed through a few different hands and I 
think it ended up in the hands of some guys who 
played with IN THE SHIT and I don’t know if it 
still going. I am not sure they were continuing 
to press 7”s.
Is that what lead to “Actively Seeking 
Work”?
K: Yeah so then we decided to put all the early 
stuff ... well that label was passing through 
so many hands that is was kinda hard to keep 
track of who was actually running it to get 
new pressings. Then with the whole digital age 
happening... people still like 7” but we thought 
people would like to have that on just one digital 
package. Then we did a split LP with ZERO 
TOLERANCE who was a local Oi band we used 
to play with. ZERO TOLERANCE split up, the 
singer died sadly. Rejected Records from Ireland 
re-did the “State Rape” recordings as a CD with 
FLEAS AND LICE.
FLEAS AND LICE from Ireland or from 
Belgium?
K: From Holland. 
D: Was that on vinyl?
K: It only came out on CD with FLEAS AND 
LICE. Then came...
R: “Slumworld” and split 7” with BROKEN.
K: Our side was called “Your World” and 
those songs were taken from the “Slumworld” 
recordings. 
Were they extra songs or did they also appear 
on the...
K: They ended up on the “Slumworld” release, 
but with that recording we weren’t happy with 
it. We were sort of flailing at the time trying to 
decide whether to call it quits and we sat on it for 
three years and the Active Distribution.
D: Nah... it wasn’t three years.
K: It was because 1998 was the recording and 
2000 was the...
I think that’s right because I have a copy of 
that out on Malarie which is in the Czech 
Republic.
D: When did the LEGACY OF BIGOTRY 
7” come out then? The split with LEFT FOR 
DEAD? Was that before “Slumworld” ?
K: Well yeah. That was in the same time. So the 

recording was done in 1998 and then between 
1998 and 2001 or 2002 we kinda farmed out a 
few songs. One was for the split with LEFT FOR 
DEAD from Hastings, England and the other 
was with the “Your World” split with BROKEN. 
Then came “System Error” and now “Outsider”.
One of them got released on Havoc, right?
K: For the 2004 tour in America, Havoc did a 
co-release with Active.
Are they interested in doing anything else 
with you guys?
K: I have talked with Felix but he is so busy and 
maxed out financially. So we looked to Bill from 
Rodent Popsicle in Boston and he is doing the 
“Ousider” release.
Is that vinyl?
K: He has done both vinyl and CD.
That’s good. Is that out now?
K: Yup.
I wanted to ask about the “Outsider” release. 
First off, I want to go back to the Job Club: 
you were talking about how impressed the 

engineer was. That you didn’t waste any time. 
You recorded and mixed it in two days?
K: It was pretty fast. We did all the tracks and 
music was down in two days and then we did the 
vocals in one day or something?
D: “Job Club”? We recorded and mixed that in 
two days.
R: Was that a live recording or separate tracks?
D: No... we did all the songs live and the vocals 
later. All in one day. The next day we fucking 
mixed it up.
Well you know with punk bands the energy 
that comes from live sound is often lost in 
studios, so I think by not frittering around 
with it, maybe that is a better approach.  
There is a band recently from Sweden called 
KVORTERINGEN whose members are in 
really prolific crust bands. They formed this 
side project to not fuck around and to just 
do something really quickly and all their 
recordings are amazing like that. So... my 
question is how long did it take to record 
“Outsider”? Is the philosophy still the same?



K-R-D: No. It was totally different.
D: Actually, it was your first album recording 
because he had this whole portal recording disk. 
So it was kinda...
You did it yourself?
D-K: Yeah.
R: And it was the first time for him to do a full 
album properly and release it. We had to rent a 
room that wasn’t finished and we just kept going. 
Sometimes we fucked it all up and you know we 
didn’t have some setting s right. You know we 
were learning as we went along, but I guess it 
went quite fast I think.
K: But we spanned it out over a longer time.
D: We did a demo first... so we demoed the 
songs and then we went back and re-recorded 
the whole thing.
R: It was seven months in total.
D: When you have your own mixing disk you 
are not paying an engineer so you can take your 
time.
R: We didn’t have a deadline like going on tour 
or something.
D: Well, we missed that! (laughter)
K: We went on tour without the new CD!
Were any of you other releases self-released?
K: Most of our other stuff was on Active 
Distribution an Anarchist distro in London.
Do they actually press it or just distribute it?
K: It is more like a collaboration. I would supply 
the artwork and the box design/layout and then 
they would put up the money for the release. We 
would get a percentage of the pressing and then 
they would distribute. 
Have you got much feedback on “Outsider” 
yet?
K: It has got some reviews, but not a huge.
Still early days yet?
R: We didn’t really promote it...
K: Dirty Faces is distributing it in Germany and 
throughout Europe and he has sent out 30-40 
and some were sent to MRR, but they haven’t 
reviewed it yet.
You are doing a North American tour now, 
what are the band’s plans after?
D: More gigs... probably Japan
K: Japan is the ultimate goal.
Are you writing new stuff since Outsider?
K: We’ve actually sorta been going off on 
personal projects: Darragh has a side project: I 
am doing some electronic stuff and Robin has 
got his other band. Once we kinda put all this 
effort to put “Outsider” out and gig it... we are 
putting that stuff aside a bit let it mature and then 
get back to it.
How can people get in touch with the band?
K: Our e-mail is email@restarts.co.uk, our 
website is www.restarts.co.uk, and our myspace 
is www.myspace/therestarts.

Discography
Jobclub demo 
Date: February 1996 
Studio: Zen Arcade 
Description: 11 songs 
(4 of which we used 
for the “Frustration” 
ep. This demo was 
self released and is no 
longer available it is 
however on CD called 
“Actively Seeking 
Work 1996-1998” 
along with the first two 7”s and the “State 
Rape” recordings.

Frustration ep
Date: 1996 
Label: Blind 
Destruction Records
Contains the songs 
“Delerium Tremens”, 
“Frustration”, “Fuck 
the Lottery”, and “New 
Way”. It is not being repressed anymore but 
all the songs and artwork are available on 
the “Actively Seeking Work” discography 
CD.

Just Gets Worse ep
Date:  1997 
Label: Blind 
Destruction Records
Contains the songs 
“No Confidence”, 
“ D i s c o n n e c t e d ” , 
“Just Gets Worse”, 
and “Mind Your Own Business”. It is out 
of print but all the songs and artwork are 
available on the “Actively Seeking Work” 
discography CD.

state Rape split 12” 
with Zero Tolerance 
Date: 1998
Label: Rejected 
Records 
Has 8 songs on thei 
side of the split on our 
side and 7 on ZT’s. 
The Restarts side is now also available on 
a CD as a split with Fleas and Lice from 
Holland. Also we have re-mastered these 
songs and included them on our “Actively 
Seeking Work” CD.

Your World split 
7 “ with Broken 
(Connecticut) 
Date: 1999 
Label: Magilla Guerilla 
records
Contain three songs 
“Your World”, “Skint”, 
and Better off Dead). This is out of print, 
but the Restarts three songs are available 
on the “Slumworld” CD. 

Legacy of Bigotry 
split 7” with Left for 
Dead (Hastings, UK) 
Date: December 
2000 
Label: Dead Records
Contains “Legacy of 
Bigotry” and “Humane” 
which have been made available on the 
“Slumworld” CD. 

slumlord LP/CD
Date: May 1st, 2002 
Label: Active 
Distribution
This is the first full 
length CD/ LP with 
16 songs. The CD 
contains digitally re-
mastered versions of “Legacy of Bigotry” 
and “Your World” eps. Also included are 
covers of ABBA’s Does Your Mother Know 
and Harry Mclintock’s Big Rock Candy 
Mountain.

system Error CD
Date: August 5th 
2003 
Label: Active 
Distribution 
The second full length 
CD with twelve tracks 
featuring Alan from 
the UK SUBS on guitar. 

Actively seeking 
Work: 1996 – 1998 
CD
Label: Active 
Distribution 
A digital re-mastered 
re-release of our first 
two 7”s, the Job Club 
demo and the State Rape recordings ( 23 
tracks). 

Outsider CD
Date: 2008
Label: Active 
Distribution 
Outsider is the 
most recent CD. 
Self recorded, self 
produced, and self released.

We wanted to thank the following folks for contributing to CIUT’s latest 
fundraising drive : Leah Girardo, Derek White, Gena Meldazy, Andrew Core, 
Ed Pyves, Janet Riu, Brie Pierro, Greg Benedetto, Cleave Anderson, 
Imants Krumins, Paul Johnston, Paul Abrash, Cameron Pasman, John 
MacDonald, Aaron Brown, Daragh Hayes, Craig Caron, Colin Brunton, 
Steve Milo and those who pledged on-line and we never got to find out about.



Interview conducted by Craig Caron over the 
internet with Kas the drummer.

Introduce the band and your role in the band 
and how the band came together?
DEATHCAGE is Danny on guitar, Nic Cage on 
guitar, Romeo Bullet on bass, Spider on vocals, 
and then me, Kas, on drums. My brother, Romeo 
Bullet and I have been in a couple of bands 
together in the past. We both knew Danny about 
ten years ago through his band and his distro. 
Danny and I met at a show and decided, having 
crapped on about it since 1996. It was time to get 
a DEATH SIDE inspired band going together. 
Around the same time I met Nic “the Swede” 
Cage at a MASSTRAUMA show and he said he 
wanted to form a band in Australia. Initially Nic 
was gonna sing (thus, the first song we learnt was 
in Swedish – “Karnvapen Attack” by MOB 47. 
Danny had been drumming in a band with Spider 
for years previously. At the time we started 
jamming we heard Spider’s previous band broke 
up, so we abducted him. Being a fellow DEATH 
SIDE freak, he was a happy victim!
DEATHCAGE has a rich history of prior 
bands. Can we maybe run through a few of 
those. Many folks on this side of the world will 
recognize these bands.
Spider’s been in heaps of bands. The one’s I 
know of are KERMIT THE FASCIST, FARCE, 
and more recently, the controversial - SMASH 
‘N GRAB. Danny used to play in an insane 
drunk crust punk band called RED STAIN (all 
Japanese members, but based in Sydney). Their 
shows would leave you beer drenched and black 
eyed (you’d always get poked by spiked hair, 
otherwise you’d choke to death on Danny’s 
bleached mullet). Prior to this he’d played in 
a gothic doom metal band called ZEITGEIST, 
and some Tokyo metal bands in his teens prior to 
moving over here. Nic Cage has been in a number 
of melodic punk bands back in Stockholm, 
and more recently the thrash-core band called 

SABOTEUR. Romeo Bullet was front man in 
BLEEDING FACE (had to stop growling cause 
of split lungs hardcore punk vocal induced 
chronic pneumonia), but more recently played 
guitar and sang in Sydney glam/hard rock band 
called MANIAC. I’ve mainly played guitar in 
BLEEDING FACE, AVO, MASSTRAUMA, and  
played drums for REGULAR BOYS HAIRCUT 
and MANIAC.
Do any members play in other band at this 
time?
Nope!
Was there any specific idea behind 
DEATHCAGE as a band…goals, purposes.
Initially, to play pounding charging fucking 
punk rock in the way that DEATH SIDE, LIP 
CREAM, WARHEAD, SYSTEMATIC DEATH, 
G.I.S.M., and many other Japanese punk bands 
(past and present) would play it. This is not 
to say we sound anything like these bands or 

wanted to rip them off, but admittedly, that’s 
where a massive driving inspiration came from. 
Japanese hardcore punk is like a steam train 
full of raw passion and power that has always 
attracted us and that’s what brought us together 
with such a clear direction. Most of us have been 
listening to this stuff since we first got into punk 
and you can hear tinges of it’s influence in all our 
ex bands, but it was never a primary influence 
for any of these bands, however, did draw us 
together to form DEATHCAGE, so obviously 
the influence sounds a bit more blatant in this 
band. Beside that, bands are fun! We wanted to 
have fun again!
Listening to the band and trying to pinpoint 
influences or sounds has me bouncing direct 
to late 1980’s Japan. I hear lots of classic 
Japacore, definitely some RED STAIN and 
I loved that 7”. Can you tell us what has 
influenced the band?
To follow on from my answer to the above 
question, Japanese hardcore (including crust) is 
a primal influence. We are open minded though. 
Punk bands from Scandinavia (DISARM, MOB 
47, S.O.D., TOTALITAR, NO SECURITY, 
TAMPERE SS, DESTRUKTIONS), and 
South American thrash punk (ARMAGEDON, 
LOBOTOMIA, SCUM NOISE) have provided 
massive inspiration. Nic Cage is a key riff writer, 
is Swedish, and this is what he grew up listening 
to, skanking to, and playing. A lot of bands 
that spring out of this style have been coined 
“CRUST”, but I think it’s just punk rock that 
came out a certain way in certain localities. A 
lot of punk/crust has a bit of a trash/thrash metal 
influence and this has definitely crept into our 
sound (most of us have had hair down to our 
knees at some stage- we’re metal heads). Romeo 
and Danny are particularly into hard rock/metal. 
I’d lie if I said classic North American punk 
bands (FREEZE, NEGATIVE FX, POISON 
IDEA, SLAPSHOT) haven’t had an impact on 
the DEATHCAGE sound, cause some of us have 
listened to it and emulated it to some extent in 
our past bands. Obviously our local bands, the 
Aussie punk we grew up skanking to (well, 
not all of us, most of us) and watching every 
weekend for the last 15 years have inevitably 
ingrained themselves in the DEATHCAGE 



sound. SUBVERSION, NOISAM, FORWARD 
DEFENCE, and TOE TO TOE are the first 
hardcore bands I saw. Very different sounding 
bands, but all sort of sculpted the way I listen 
to, and seek out, punk music, and the way I play 
instruments.
If the band was stranded in the Aussie 
outback and could only limit their collective 
record collection to 10 records between the 
band. What records would they be?
So I’ve gotta be diplomatic?! Do we get a tape 
deck? OK! Off the top of my head, I’ll give 
you 13: CELTIC FROST “To Mega Therion” 
LP, SUBVERSION “Pignation” EP, YNGWIE 
MAELSTEEM LP, DEATH SIDE “Wasted 
Dream” LP, TWISTED SISTER “Under The 
Blade” LP, MOB 47 EP, DESTRUCTION 
“Sentence Of Death” LP, CRASS “Feeding Of 
The 5000” LP, MOTLEY CRUE “Too Fast For 
Love” LP, AC/DC “Powerage” LP, LIP CREAM 
“9 Shocking Terror” LP, FREEZE “Rabid 
Reaction” LP, and the FORWARD DEFENSE 
demo tape.
If we can maybe digress from the music a bit 
what other influences have help shaped you 
as individuals and the band. How were you all 
introduced to this wonderful hardcore punk 
reality?
I don’t know about their past, but I know now 
Spider and Nic Cage are both at the same 
graphic design school. Spider is an apprentice 
tatooist, and Nic works in an electronics shop. 
Danny is a father of two, who runs his families 
guitar strap making business and has a friggin 
old little dog named Hiroko. I know a little more 
about Romeo Bullet cause he’s my brother. He’s 
been working towards his Ph.D in American 
action films (i.e. Rambo, Delta Force, e.t.c.), 
watching them and writing about them 18hrs a 
day for the last 8 years. Naturally he works in 
a DVD rental store and listens to shitloads of 
hard rock. I don’t really know the details of the 
others, but it wouldn’t surprise me if there were 
similar forces at play when we were all thrown 
into the ferocious world of HC punk! My big 
sister was heavily into Sydney underground pub 

rock in the late 80’s. I started listening to her 
records and following her to gigs. One night I 
saw the CELIBATE RIFLES and HARD-ONS 
with her. This is where I started off on my punk 
rock life tangent. I know in the beginning me and 
my brother were pissed off suburban kids driven 
by spite for this shithouse world, to destroy 
everything via hardcore punk. Thats why we 
played in a band! More realistically it probably 
just drove us to buy lots of records.  Now I’m 32, 
and a social worker in the public health system, 
more spiteful than ever.
Let’s keep on the power of influences.  
What influences your lyrics? What is your 
favorite DEATHCAGE song from a lyrical 
perspective?
“Trapped In Hell”- I like that the verse is bleak 
and depressing, but then the chorus is uplifting! I 
also like the lyrics in “Corrupt Pigs Of War”.
So the band has recorded a 7” on Endless 
Blockade. Was this the first trip to the studio?  
Can you tell us about the 7” and any other 
recordings there may be comp tracks, demos 
etc.
The studio is our jam room which is the basement 
of my house. I’ve never had more tolerant 
neighbors in my life. I live in a suburb where 
‘living next door to a punk rock band’ must 
increase property value, which we can’t complain 
about! Danny has some mics and a little mixing 
desk, so he records, mixes, and masters all our 
stuff. I think he does a pretty sick job, but is 
determined to make us sound like Dragonforce. 
I like our 7” a lot! Thanks to Endless Blockade 
for putting it out when we were a totally unheard 
of band. Initially it was going to be a demo. We 
were arguing as to wether it should be a tape or 
a CD, then Endless Blockade offered to do a 7” 
and that was the end of the argument (tapes do 
have more integrity than CD’s). I’d only been 
drumming a few months when we did it, and 
half that time with a broken  hi-hat ankle. Danny 
was coaching us all. He made me do about 10 
drum tracks per song. He called me “pathetic” 
and “weak”. Maybe I am?

Has the band had the opportunity to tour 
around Australia?
We played in Melbourne and Brisbane earlier 
this year. We’re going down to Melbourne again 
in December ‘08 along with TAIPAN and REPO 
MAN.
Okay if somebody asked you about the best 
story ever, your one all-time favorite memory 
of the band thus far  what would it be?
Probably the first show at which we successfully 
pulled off our first human pyramid formation 
leading out of choreographed synchronized 
head banging (PRIEST-esque). The crowd was 
shocked. Some cheered, some laughed, some 
walked out in bewilderment. We got complaints 
that it wasn’t punk (definitely not as punk as 
making internet complaints), that we were 
behaving like rock-stars on stage!!
Looking back at your life within the hardcore 
scene has punk changed your outlook on life?
Not all, but a lot of punk is cynical and negative. 
Sometimes I worry it’s made me a jaded, self-
sabotaging, nihilistic fuck. But then again, I 
think this quality in punk, in me/us, can be 
turned around and used as motivation or fuel that 
can drive you to do something with your life, and 
to keep doing it. I’m a shit kicking public servant 
and I know at times I’ve been fed up, burnt out. 
Then I’ve sat down and listened to an old punk 
record and it rejuvinates me, gives me energy 
and makes me want to strive for something. I was 
always a bit skeptical as a pre-punk kid (hated 
the Liberal party, hated religion, hated Pearl 
Jam), then punk validated and pushed some of 
my views. I remember reading lyric sheets and 
thinking; “thank fuck other people think this”. 
I’m sure I learnt more about the systemic ills of 
society from a DEAD KENNEDY’s or CRASS 
lyric sheet than I did from my social work degree. 
Actually, there was a while were I dropped out 
of bands in order to get a taste of grown up life. 
I ate pizza, watched TV, walked the dog. It was 
great, I can’t complain, but I thought “why not 
drum it to death in a punk band as well?”. I 
don’t understand the inclination we get, or that 



we’re supposed to get, to just stop doing it at a 
particular age. Why? What the fuck else is so 
good about life?  
Do you think Punk has had any effect on 
larger Society?
I think larger society probably has more of an 
effect on punk. A lot of the more socialist societies 
produce more punk bands with punks living the 
true punk lifestyle (I don’t think it happens the 
other way around). I don’t really know, but then 
I suspect in the more capitalistic societies (U.S./
England) living the true punk lifestyle means you 
starve to death in the gutter (if not already “born 
to die, die in the gutter”). Punk definitely has 
an effect on kids who get into it and may have 
a huge impact on their lives. It probably saves 
or destroys some people. I think people who 
are driven to bring about social change might 
be wasting a lot of that energy and time (and 
money) getting into a punk band, but then again, 
maybe the reason they are driven is because 
they’re into punk. Punk rock is a place where 
people can express (and diffuse) dissatisfaction 
with society/the system and get away with it 
(in most parts of the world). That expression is 
good enough. In my experience people with a 
political conscience either retreat into their own 
alternative lifestyle (which is good for them, not 
society), or become extremely frustrated and 
depressed. Larger society rolls on downwards, 
the masses keep suffering with or without punk 
rock. If Hitler or Reagan wasted time playing in 
punk bands maybe the world would have been 
spared a lot of trauma. Unfortunately they didn’t 
play in punk bands, instead they had an effect on 
larger society.  
O.K enough philosophizing….Can you tell us 
about any future plans for the band?
We’ve just recorded songs for a 7”, hopefully 
to be released on Schizophrenic Records. We’re 
writing and jamming a whole bunch of new 
songs now (the best part of being in a band), and 
one day we hope to record for a 12” LP. We’ll 
keep playing in Sydney and we wanna play more 
frequently interstate. We plan (dream) to play 
overseas (Japan, Canada, America (north and 
south), Europe) one day.
How can folks get copies of the records or 
contact the band?
Probably through our myspace site or through 
the label.
Cheers for the interview.
Thanks for interviewing us!

Oldies
Punk rock archeology is always a 
fascination of mine. Because punk is 
such an oral history it seems that pieces 
of the puzzle get unearthed every year. 
Here are some releases that represent 
clues to the various eras of punk worthy 
of your attention. 
JEAN MILLS SOCIETY TORCH “Start 
Tomorrow” ep 
An old band from Baltimore that in their day 
never got a release out. This is a posthumous 
release of a band with a great sense of 
humour and a raging pace. 
ERISTETYT “(Sita On Systeemi) 
Yks Vitun Sekasotku” LP 
Little known band from Finland that 
was around in 1989-’90. 
SUBHUMANS “Death Was Too 
Kind” CD 
Collects all the hard to find 
SUBHUMANS releases. This band is one of the 
best. 
CHORDS, THE “The Mod Singles Collection” 
CD 
A mod band from the UK that were the JAM’s 
equals. Being a singles collection think the 
BUZZCOCKS “Singles Going 
Steady” with more scooters and 
parkas. 
TEACHER’S PET CD 
This band from Akron, Ohio, which 
is pretty much the asshole of Ohio. 
TEACHER’S PET were recognized 
as one of the best bands by Rolling 
Stone magazine. What does Rolling Stone know? 
Apparantly something. 
PERSONALITY CRISIS “Creatures for 
Awhile” LP 
I just finished reading a book by the same name 
about this band that made Winnipeg, Calgary, 
Vancouver, and L.A. their home. This 
re-issue is made available again so 
that the rest of us can hear their gems. 
Think early DOA. 
D.O.N. D.O.N. “Last Warning” LP 
Long before there was bandana thrash 
there was an original wave of Japanese 
bands that played US inspired 
hardcore. D.O.N. D.O.N. were one of 
them and this collection is a couple of releases 
pulled together. 
DICKIES, THE “Idjit Savant / Dogs from the 
Hare That Bit Us” CD 
This to is a couple of releases pulled together. 
I had no idea that the DICKIES were any good 
past  “Dawn of the Dickies:. Listen and learn.
DISKAAOS “Sota on Sotaa” ep 
Another Finnish hardcore band. This 
was a joke project band inspired by 
DISCHARGE. Lyrics were written the 
night before going into the studio. 
LSD LP 
A little known Japanese hardcore band 

that collects flexis, eps, and comp 
tracks. 

Newbies
These are bands that made their 
release debut in 2008. They may 
have been out before just not released 
anything official like an ep or a CD. 

FIX MY HEAD “Garbage Existence” ep 
Great new band out of Oakland, not Berkeley. 
SACRED SHOCK “For a Living” ep 
Craig did a great interview with these guys. 

They are mad collectors of punk. 
Their music is an expression of that 
enthusiasm. 
VILE NATION “No Exit” ep 
Ripping Dutch hardcore in the vein of 
the “Maximaal Onthaal” period.
POSITIVE NOISE “No Hardcore” 
ep 
Thrashcore meets grind in a WHN 

vein as played one of the folks from I OBJECT.
SOTATILA “Eepee” ep 
A unique band featuring members from various 
parts of Europe but playing a Finnish style of 
hardcore with the songer being based in Tampere. 
Did you read their interview in MRR?  

SMART COPS “Sudore A Merenda” 
ep - bledning the garage punk sound 
with the current day fixation on 
recreating an early hardcore sound 
SMART COPS trace the path of 
bands like DEAN DIRGE and LOS 
CRUDOS. 
LOGIC PROBLEM “DSM-IV” ep 

Daniel of CROSS LAWS and Sorry State 
Records gets raw and furious in the current 
Raleigh scene. 
TOYOTAS “Run Down Cities” ep 
Know nothing about this band but they are 
melodic and they kept getting requested on the 

show. 
BLACKOUT “Stop the Clock” CD 
POISON IDEA meets MOTORHEAD 
played by former membvers of 
ASSRASH, PROVOKED, and 
PHALLANX.
BIRDS OF A FEATHER “Chapter 
5” ep 
A straight edge band of scene veterans 

from Germany. 

Around the Block
Bands that have first releases outside of 2008 but 
aren’t from back in the day.
DOUBLE NEGATIVE “Raw Energy” ep 
This quartet from Raleigh continue to blow me 

away. On top of how great the songs 
are the packaging is over the top with 
the pop up spray paint stencil that the 
cover can double as. 
DISKELMA “Fun is Over” LP 
Helsinki’s answer to WBTD and this 
time for a full length’s worth.

2008: year in review

STUCKINTHECITY
Do you want to know the latest 
on Toronto events. Check out 

http://stuckinthecity.word-
press.com/

STUCKINTHECITYSTUCKINTHECITYSTUCKINTHECITYSTUCKINTHECITY



Demos
FIX MY HEAD 
Life is Swell. From Oakland. They went on to 
release a 7” on Vinyl Addict in the summer. 
LET’S DANCE 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT HEROES’ roommates. 
I’m not joking. The demo is so much better than 

the ep.
GHUNDI 
From Galway Ireland and as an 
interesting coincidence they put on a 
show for CAREER SUICIDE. 
IMPEDERS OF PROGRESS 
These guys used to be in a band called 
GUS that had an ep or two out on a 
label out of Victoria. I think they have 

broken up here as well. 
SCHOOL JERKS 
This is even more blatant a rip off of early 
BLACK FLAG than TERMINAL STATE was. 
And who doesn’t love BLACK FLAG ? 
URINARY TRACT INFECTION 
FUCKED UP’s bastard daughter using CUT 

THE SHIT and BLACK FLAG for 
inspiration. 
DEAF MUTATIONS 
The project brain child of Dave Brown 
with Jonah Falco helping out on guitars 
and some knob twisting and I’m not 
talking a handjob. So effectively this is 
the fruits of some CAREER SUICIDE 
downtime.

SCREWED UP FLYER 
Reminds me of the straight forward attack of the 
old New York band GO!
BOMBER 
Although the name is from MOTORHEAD this 
band hails from Virginia Beach, which means 
they are a hardcore band. It has a bit of a CIRCLE 
JERKS feel to it.
AT WORST 
This band is from Montreal and used to be a 
band called WHEN I FALL. 

Compilations
V/A “KC DIY” LP – I had no idea there was 
a scene in Kansas City, let alone a great scene. 
Every track on this LP is a keeper. 
V/A “Fuck Detroit, This is Grand Rapids” 
ep – Ryan moves to Grand Rapids and uses the 
label to shine it on the local scene with bands 
like POSITIVE NOISE and FUCK THIS. Great 
little showcase in an “Unsafe at Any Speeds” 
fashion.

VIIMEINEN KOLLONNA “Tuhat 
Aurinkoa” ep 
The eps centerpiece has some ’82 
hardcore logo branded on it and that 
pretty much summarizes it. Think 
Finland in 1982.
F.P.O. “Straight to the Point” ep 
This was the swan song for this 
straight edge band from Macedonia. 
IRON LUNG “Sexless / No Sex” LP 
Reno power violence duo. Unrelentlessly 
crushing.
RUNNING FOR COVER “Dark Well” LP 
The reincarnation of NO COMMENT played by 
guys who made up bands like SLAVE STATE 
and THEY LIVE. This makes sense 
given their background. It’s fuckin’ 
intense.
UNKIND “Hangen Syliin” LP 
Another band taking cues from Finnish 
hardcore in 1982, but with more 
sweeping TRAGEDY kind of power 
added to the mix. 
BEAR PROOF SUIT “The Objects 
in the Mirror may be Fucked” 
A band from Wisconsin that pays tribute to an 
obscure Canadian film in their name and lives 
and breathes BLACK FLAG but with more of a 
sense of humour.
IMPERIAL LEATHER “Do You 
Know Where Your Children Are?” 
CD 
A Swedish punk super group and their 
latest release.
COLA FREAKS “Dodt Batter I” ep 
The latest release by Denmark’s 
answer to DEAN DIRG.

Not Dead Yet
Bands that have been around for more than five 
years. That means you could have gotten back 
together or you have been around for a while. 
NIGHTMARE / SKITKDS ep 
NIGHTMARE are from Japan. SKITKIDS are 
from Denmark. Both bands rule. The 
tracks on here on raging. I couldn’t 
stop listening to it. 
GAUZE “5th Album” CD 
A lot rawer sounding for GAUZE 
continuing to defy what is expected 
from them.
RESTARTS, THE “Outsider” CD 
This UK outfit keeps getting better with a focus 
on the environment on this one. 
SLANG “The Immortal Sin” CD 
Insane Saporra hardcore.
BLOWBACK “Living Vibrations” CD 
Hailing from Nigata these cats have been paling 
around with SEVERED HEADS OF STATE and 
MUSTANG. This is stormin’ heavy sounding 
punk from the current day Japa-core scene.
WORLD BURNS TO DEATH “The 
Graveyard of Utopia” CD 
WBTD team up with all stars from 
the Japa-core scene. This was the only 
way WBTD could up the ante. 
STATE “Sanctimony” ep 
New material and it still sounds like 

the band did twenty five years earlier.
FOR THE WORSE / OUT COLD 
split ep 
Masshole hardcore strikes again. 
ARGY BARGY “The Likes of Us” 
CD 
Modern day oi band that sounds like it 
is straight out of ‘77.

999 “Gimme the World” ep 
One of my favourite punk bands 
from the early UK scene release 
new material and it could have been 
something off “The Biggest Prize in 
Sport”. 

Canadiana 
SUICIDE PILOTS “War on Satire” 
CD 
DEAD KENNEDYS meets the 
MINUTEMEN meets the FEEDERZ 
meets all the walk that you could talk. 
BRUTAL KNIGHTS “Living By 
Yourself” CD 
More ripping hardcore with 

some of the old TCC gusto. Nick 
tripping into the bizarre. 
HAZARDOUS WASTE “Pay” ep 
Think JFA meets ILL REPUTE meets 
ANGRY SAMOANS. Ripping early 

era hardcore when hardcore 
was hardcore and not some 
subgenre of some noodle. 
DEAD DOGS demo 
From Winnipeg with some crust and 
fury.
VICIOUS CYCLE “Neon Electric” 
ep 
Another Sudbury band, this one being 

more inspired by the hardcore renaissance. 
ANTISOCIAL CLUB demo 
Calgary’s answer to the MISFITS. Recommended 
to us from the MOTHERFUCKERS. 
STATUES “Terminal Boredom” CD 
Nickel City’s answer to so many early melodic 

punk and new wave bands. The perfect 
amalgam of the BUZZCOCKS, JOE 
JACKSON, SQUEEZE, ELVIS 
COSTELLO, IAN DURY, and the 
STIFF LITTLE FINGERS. 
GERM ATTACK “Ouroboros” CD 
Primal scandi thrash from Ottawa. 
CLASS WAR KIDS, THE “A Strong 

People Need No Leader” CD 
New band from Newfoundland featuring folks 
from Winnipeg. 
LEGION666 “Black Goat Armageddon” LP 
More dark punk a la WOLF BRIGADE from 
Toronto. 
EVAPORATORS “Gassy Jack and Other Tales” 
LP 
Nardwaur gets down to their punk roots and 

create some awesome garage inspired 
punk paying homage to the Vancouver 
punk scene from cover artwork to the 
themes in the songs. The liner note 
stories are as important as the “Shaggy 
Shaker” tunes. 

EXD podcast

If you miss the radio show you 
can download the show at the 
EXD page at 

www.archive.org 

or 

www.gcast.com/u/equaliz-
ingxdist/main.



reviews
Blatz / Filth “The Shit Split” Double CD
This is a re-issue of the split that came out quite a 
few years ago. However that is not entirely correct. 
There are splits and eps compiled as well and each 
band gets a CDs worth of collective material. Like a 
collection for each band. This time it is on CD instead 
of vinyl. BLATZ remind me of SPITBOY but with 
a bit more with the spirit of ISOCRACY. There is a 
great edited piece at the end called “WW3” which is pretty hilarious in a 
NEGATIVELAND meets Late night College radio sort of way. There is a 
great FEAR cover on their CD. FILTH remind me a bit more of GRIMPLE, 
but with less kinetic energy. More like GRIMPLE meets SUBMACHINE. 
FILTH do a PETTER AND THE TEST TIBE BABIES cover. (Alternative 
Tentacles – P.O. Box 419092 / San Francisco, CA / 94141 / USA / www.
alternativetentacles.com) - SP

Disco Assault “Saturday Night Bleeder” ep 
Following in the fine tradition of the DRY HEAVES, 
the FLESH COLUMNS comes Windsor’s latest 
hardcore sensations. It’s been a while since a band 
worth their weight in spit has come out of Detroit’s 
doormat, but DISCO ASSAULT should not be 
judged for that. This is an awesome hardcore band 
in the vein of their Michigan peers like BILL 
BONDSMEN. They also have some of the OUT COLD fire in them. The 
band pays homage to ROACH MOTEL with a cover of “More Beer”. And 
they include a plea to help George Tabb at the end of it. (Schizophrenic 
Records – www.schizophrenicrex.com) - SP

Eskorbuto “En Directo 2a Maketa” CD
So my Spanish is non existent and I have to go by 
in your face clues. Judging by the live photo on 
the cover, 1984 and the live recording I out my 
Hardy Boys detective skills to use and came to the 
conclusion this is a live recording from a 1984 show 
at the Semana Grande de Bilbao. Now that we have 
that out of the way this is a fun recording. The sound 
is decent but not stellar which works. Blasting it in the car stereo you feel 
like you are in attendance. ESKORBUTA remind me a lot of local favs 
from the past the YOUNG LIONS who blended the best of a raw punk 
sound like the CLASH, STIFF LITTLE FINGERS melodies a faster, 
harder beat, strong vocals and retaining that ever present sense of melody. 
A fun live recording makes me wish I was there in 84 rather then mumbling 
gibberish in my car on the way to a dead-end job. - (CC)

Lapinpolthajat ep 
This is a band from the 90’s who were from Lapland 
and were never able to get an official releases out until 
now. It’s a shame, because this LAPINPOLTHAJAT 
play in the ripping tradition of Finnish hardcore a 
la LAMA or APPENDIX. That is remarkable when 
you realize that Lapland is remote and so far away 
from any hardcore scene. (Kamaset Levyt Records 
– Vallikatu 28 A 2 / 33240 Tampere / Finland / www.punkinfinland.net/
kamanen) - SP

Picked On demo 
I had the fortune to have PICKED ON play a 
Schizophrenic release show a few weeks back. Man 
did they kick me in the ass with their powerhouse 
show. This demo was recorded in their basement and 
holy fuck did they tap into a powder keg. The sound 
on the recording is amazing. Dirty, thrashing drive 
for the net hardcore. The dual vocals smack you in 

both ears while a jagged guitar slices at your neck. The demo cover is 
pretty amazing. I got to watch them assemble these and had a contact high 
for a few hours after the show. A double-sided silk-screened cover glued 
with toxic rubber cement with a jewel case lining. Amazing disc, fantastic 
art; makes a holy fuck listening experience. Contact them at myspace.com/
wewerepickedon. - (CC)

Puke “Discography 1984-1987” CD
Man another blast from the past and this puppy of a 
CD has aged much better than the STARK RAVING 
MAD disc. PUKE were a hardcore band that focused 
on melodic, well crafted songs rather than feedback, 
and distortion that often drenched the sound of the 
region. The band had a great driving guitar sound 
that I just haven’t been able to get enough of lately. 
The CD compiles the “Back to Stoneage” LP, “Back to the 30’s” 7” and the 
“Stalid Mot En Vagg” tape. Luckily for the completist this bootleg doesn’t 
collect it all so I have a double 7” and comp tracks to hunt down. Wow this 
is infectious. Catch it if you can. (No address) - (CC)

Random Conflict “Invisible City” CD
This is RANDOM CONFLICT’s third self-released 
full length. They are from Huntsville, Alabama 
who are home of the KNOCKABOUTS who had 
a posthumous ep as the second ever Prank release. 
Whereas the KNOCKABOUTS had an early 
American hardcore sound RANDOM CONFLICT 
seem to be more inspired by an early UK hardcore 
sound in the vein of CONFLICT or CRESS or the SUBHUMANS UK. 
But RANDOM CONFLICT are their own band and to describe them as a 
knock off not really get at their sound. They incorporate their own stamp 
like the rock out parts which sound like Japacore or the DEAD MILKMEN 
like talked parts. They remind me a lot of the RESTARTS or REALITY 
CRISIS as having a mash up punk sound that we are starting to hear more 
and more of as newer generations have so much punk to pick from in 
terms of their influences. But RANDOM CONFLICT have been around 
for 12-1/2 years so this sound comes to them honestly. (Random Conflict 
– P.O. Box 12262 / Hunstville, Alabama / 35815-2262 / USA / www.
randomconflict.com) - SP

Rats, The LP
The RATS are from Sweden and seem to take cues 
from the earlier craze of bandana thrash bands 
like DS-13. This is their first full length but the 
bands does have at least and ep and a split to their 
name. The vocals remind me of the singer’s from 
EPILEPTIC TERROR ATTACK in that Keith Morris 
a la CIRCLE JERKS emulation. In fact, if I didn’t 
know better I would say that the RATS have picked up the ETA torch left 
behind by the REGULATIONS development. Hey they are from Umea. 
Fifteen songs of Huntington Beach inspired hardcore as heard through the 
filters of the Umea scene of today. Who would have guessed a little College 
town in northern Sweden would produce so many ripping hardcore bands? 
(Thrashbastard / e-mail: thrashxbastard@yahoo.de) – SP

Rocket Reducers s/t 12”
From Welland comes this foursome nursed on the RAMONES and raised 
by the VAPIDS. At times the VAPIDS influence comes out. There are some 
singing melodies and the barrage of guitar that reminds me of tracks from 
“The Point Remains the Same”. And that rapid fire split second break 
between songs is here to give this momentum and pace like the early 
pinheads. But there is also a strong sound that reminds me of the ZODIAC 
KILLERS and that Rip Off sound. And the band employs some self-made 
Monty Python inspired artwork. (Kick Yer Butt Records - 

Stark Raving Mad “Amerika” CD
I recall this band from the late 80’s and just never caught the bug. If I recall 
properly they had a 12” or two, which were later repressed on a German 



label when US hardcore was all of the rave overseas. 
I remember thinking this band wanted to be D.R.I. 
with a boring Jello clone on vocals. That comparison 
holds true today. Fast uninspired thrash. The long 
breaks between songs suck up any energy they get 
going. Passed on it then and am wondering why the 
hell I took a chance on it 20 years later. (Just 4 Fun - 
Box 2032 / 612 02 Finspang / Sweden). - (CC)

Vacant State “State of Confusion” ep
VACANT STATE are a new band from Vancouver 
featuring the guitar player from GOI IT ALONE. 
Instead of having a straight edge sound the band has 
gone for a more early American hardcore sound. And 
as a novelty the singer is from Richmond, Virginia, 
which is a city that has spearheaded a renaissance 
in that early American hardcore sound. I don’t think it’s a coincidence, 
but more like an influence of VACANT STATE’s sound. They remind 
me a lot of S.I.E.G.E. especially with the title track that has a lot of art 
damage similar to S.I.E.G.E.’s “Grim Reaper” or SSD’s “How Much Art”. 
Deranged will be doing their next ep. (Vacant State – 638 Hawks Avenue / 
Vancouver, BC / V6A 3J1 / Canada) – SP

V/A “Spalte Brno Na Prach”
Compilations are the hemorrhoids of a record label’s existence. They are a 
fuckin’ pain in the ass to coordinate, bands often break up, things are bound 
to fuck up and at the end of the day they get as much recognition as that 
blood and shit encrusted piece of toilet paper floating out to sea. Where 
is the fuckin justice? For all of the effort put into comps they generally 
sit in the distro box collecting dust and bent corners as folks pass them 
up unless it is some old collection of drier lint from the DC glory days of 
Hardcore. Now that I have that rant off my chest this review is for the few 
that venture to the back of the distro boxes looking for split releases and 
comps. The comp focus on BRNO city and features a cross section of the 
Ciy’s scene. I have said for years I need to get to the Czech Republic for 
a hardcore Holiday before it becomes the next big place. With bands like 
SEE YOU IN HELL, AGE OF DEATH, ZMEZLUC PRIPYAT I better get 
booking that vacation. Accompanied with the lp is a huige booklet where 
the bands, and zines get some space to show there wares. A+ effort by the 
folks involved. I know how much blood, and sweats went into this labour 
of love and appreciate it all. This is better than any info you will find in a 
Fommer’s travel guide. Thank you and see you soon BRNO!!! - (CC)

SHOW LISTINGS
FRIDAY JUNE 5th @ Kathedral – SNFU, AB IRATO
SATURDAY JUNE 6th @ Sneaky Dee’s - THE UGLY, THE MODS, 
SUPERSTITIONS, DJ OPP
SATURDAY JUNE 6th @ Siesta Nouveaux - NITAD (from Sweden), 
CANADIAN RIFLE, SCHOOL JERKS, MOLESTED YOUTH, 
MATURE SITUATIONS
SATURDAY JUNE 6th @ Siesta Nouveaux - THE ENDLESS 
BLOCKADE, WINTERS IN OSAKA, MUDLARK, EATING GLASS, 
SCUM BELLY, PISS HORN
SATURDAY JUNE 6th @ Moon Over Marin (London) – SNFU, 
CORPORATION
SUNDAY JUNE 7th @ CIUT
NITAD (from Sweden), 3:00pm
CITY SWEETHEARTS, 7:00Pm
TUESDAY JUNE 7th @ Molson Amphitheatre - the OFFSPRING, 
PENNYWISE
THURSDAY JUNE 11th @ Sneaky Dee’s – LORDS, TITAN, BARN 
BURNER, VILIPEND
THURSDAY JUNE 11th @ Project 165 (165 Augusta Ave)
Debut screening of “Remembering Who’s Emma
FRIDAY JUNE 12th @ Casbah Lounge (Hamilton) - ULTRA 

VIOLENCE RAY (from Sudbury), ROCKET REDUCERS (from 
Welland), DIRTY CHINESE THIEVES, BAG TAG
SATURDAY JUNE 13th @ Annie’s on Queen - CRUEL HANDS, 
URBAN BLIGHT, HAZARDOUS WASTE, BAD CHOICE, UV RAY
THURSDAY JUNE 18th @ Bovine Sex Club - YOUTH BRIGADE
FRIDAY JUNE 19th @ the Smiling Buddha - CONTAGIUM (from NS), 
LEGION666, BURNING LOVE
FRIDAY JUNE 19th @ National Film Board, 1:00pm
FILM: Let them Know: the Story of Youth Brigade and BYO Records
SATURDAY JUNE 20th @ Dundas Square, 6:30pm - YOUTH 
BRIGADE
SUNDAY JUNE 21st @ Siesta Nouveaux - NO HARM DONE, STATIC 
RADIO NJ, OFFSIDES, THINK AGAIN, ENERGY
SUNDAY JUNE 21st @ CIUT, Live - CONTAGIUM (from NS) 
THURSDAY JUNE 25th @ Pheonix – PROPAGANDHI, STRIKE 
ANYWHERE, SIGHTS AND SOUNDS, CARPENTER
THURSDAY JUNE 25th @ Lee’s Palace - THE BUSINESS.
OVERPOWER
FRIDAY JUNE 26th @ the Rearview Mirror - THE ENDLESS 
BLOCKADE
FRIDAY JUNE 26th @ Pheonix – PROPAGANDHI, STRIKE 
ANYWHERE
TUESDAY JUNE 30TH @ Lee’s Palace - NEW YORK DOLLS, BLACK 
JOE LEWIS, THE HONEYBEARS
THURSDAY JULY 2nd @ Molson Amphitheatre – PENNYWISE, 
FRANK TURNER
FRIDAY JULY 3rd @ Kathedral - SUBHUMANS UK
SUNDAY JULY 5th @ Molson Amphitheatre - RISE AGAINST, 
RANCID, SAINT ALVIA
WEDNESDAY JULY 8th @ Siesta Nouveaux - COKE BUST, SICK 
FIX, URBAN BLIGHT, HAZARDOUS WASTE
FRIDAY JULY 13th @ Sieasta Nouveaux - THE ENDLESS 
BLOCKADE, HATRED SURGE (from Austin), MAMMOTH 
GRINDER, U.T.I.
MONDAY JULY 16th @ Pheonix - FUCKED UP, WOMEN, VIVIAN 
GIRLS
WEDNESDAY JULY 18th @ TBA - NEGATIVE APPROACH
WEDNESDAY JULY 18th @ Reverb - FOUR YEAR STRONG, SET 
YOUR GOALS, FIREWORKS, THE SWELLER, GRAVEMAKER
THURSDAY JULY 23rd @ Dakota Tavern - THE UGLY, THE 
SCREWED
FRIDAY JULY 31st @ Molson Amphitheatre - RISE AGAINST, 
RANCID
AUGUST 18TH @Kathedral - HAVE HEART, SHIPWRECK, BITTER 
END, CRUEL HAND, BAD CHOICE
 
If there is a show that you know about that isn’t on this list, please 
forward it onto us at equalizingxdistort@ciut.fm. 
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